
Probabilistic gradient approximation for a viscous scalarconservation law in space dimension d � 2B.Jourdain�September 21, 1999AbstractIn this paper, we are interested in the solution of a viscous scalar conservation law. Weremark that its �rst order spatial derivatives solve a system of partial di�erential equationspresenting a nonlocal nonlinearity. We associate a nonlinear martingale problem with thissystem. After proving existence and uniqueness for the martingale problem, we obtain apropagation of chaos result for a system of interacting di�usion processes. We deduce that itis possible to approximate the solution of the viscous scalar conservation law thanks to theinteracting di�usions.Let � > 0 and A = (A1; : : : ; Ad) be a C2 Rd -valued function on R satisfying A(0) = 0. Weare interested in the parabolic equation obtained by adding a second order di�usion term to thescalar conservation law @tu+r:A(u) = 0 :(@tu = ��u�r:A(u); (t; x) 2 [0;+1)� Rdu(0; x) = u0(x): (0.1)where r: stands for the divergence with respect to the space variables. This equation presentsa local nonlinearity. Formally, it is possible to associate a nonlinear martingale problem with itwhen u0(x) is a probability density on Rd . If a probability measure Q on C([0;+1);Rd ) withtime-marginals Qt; t � 0 is such that Q0 = u0(x)dx, 8t > 0; Qt = q(t; x)dx and 8� 2 C2b (Rd ),�(Xt)� �(X0)� Z t0 ���(Xs) + �(q(s;Xs)):r�(Xs)ds is a Q martingale (0.2)where �(u) = A(u)=u, then q(t; x) is a weak solution of (0.1). One could try to prove existenceof a unique solution Q to this problem and to show propagation of chaos to Q for a sequenceof moderately interacting di�usion processes (see Oelschläger [11] who �rst introduced moderateinteraction).We are not interested in this point of view. We want to generalize for d � 2 the one-dimensionalapproach developped by Bossy and Talay [2] in the case of the viscous Burgers equation (A(u) =u2=2). Di�erentiating (0.1) with respect to the i � th space variable, we obtain that 8i � d,vi = @iu satis�es (@tvi = ��vi �r:(A0(u)vi);vi(0; :) = @iu0:�ENPC-CERMICS, 6-8 av Blaise Pascal, Cité Descartes, Champs sur Marne, 77455 Marne la Vallée Cedex 2,France - e-mail : jourdain@cermics.enpc.fr 1



To obtain a closed system for (v1; : : : ; vd), we need to express u in terms of its gradient.When d = 1, the function u is easily recovered from its spatial derivative v by convolution withthe Heaviside function H(y) = 1fy�0g i.e. u(t; x) = c+(H �v(t; :))(x). The equation satis�ed byv, @tv = �@xxv � @x(A0(c+H � v)v), presents a nonlocal nonlinearity. It is therefore possible toassociate with it a nonlinear martingale problem with a drift coe�cient which depends globallyon the time-marginals of its solution and not locally on their densities like in (0.2). Moreovera propagation of chaos result to the solution of this martingale problem can be proved for asystem of weakly interacting di�usion processes (see [2], [7]). Hence di�erenciation of equation(0.1) simpli�es its probabilistic interpretation.From now on, we suppose that d � 2. The way the scalar �eld u(t; x) can be recovered fromits gradient is not as obvious as in the one-dimensional case. Anderson [1] �rst suggested to usethe fundamental solution of the Laplacian in Rd for this purpose in a particle-method framework(see also [4], [12]). If x ! (x) denotes this fundamental solution and f = c + � where � is aC1 function with compact support on Rd , then f = c +  � �f and by integration by parts,f = c+Pdi=1 @i �@if . As mentionned in [12], although this method appears to be very di�erentfrom the one-dimensional method, it is actually a natural generalization. Indeed the fundamentalsolution of the Laplacian on R, x! jxj2 , has a derivative equal to H(x)� 12 .In the last part of this introduction we remark that the equality f = c +Pdi=1 @i � @if stillholds under less restrictive assumptions on f i.e. if f 2W 1;1+1(Rd ) where W 1;1+1(Rd) denotesthe subspace of L1(Rd) consisting in functions with �rst order distribution derivatives in L1 \L1(Rd ). In the �rst section of the paper, we recall that for u0 continuous and bounded, thescalar conservation law (0.1) admits a unique classical solution bounded by ku0k1. ReplacingA by a C2 function �A equal to A on [�ku0k1; ku0k1] and admitting bounded �rst and secondorder derivatives, we obtain that when u0 2 W 1;1+1(Rd), 8t � 0; u(t; :) 2 W 1;1+1(Rd) and theconstant c in the equality u(t; :) = c+Pdi=1 @i�@iu(t; :) does not depend on t. As a consequence,the derivatives (@1u; : : : ; @du) solve the following system with a nonlocal nonlinearity.(@tvi = ��vi �r:(vi �A0(c+Pdj=1 @j � vj(t; :)));vi(0; :) = @iu0; i � d: (0.3)In the second section of the paper we associate a nonlinear martingale problem with this systemand we prove existence of a unique solution for this problem.The last section is dedicated to a propagation of chaos result. The main di�culty encounteredis the singularity of the kernel r at the origin. To overcome this problem, we follow theapproach of Marchioro Pulvirenti [9] and Méléard [10] who are interested in the two-dimensionalincompressible Navier-Stokes equation. The vorticity ! = @2u1 � @1u2 of the velocity �eldu = (u1; u2) solution of the Navier-Stokes equation satis�es@t! = ��! �r:(u!): (0.4)The velocity �eld is recovered from its vorticity thanks to the Biot and Savart kernel :u(t; x) = (�@2 � w(t; :)(x); @1 � w(t; :)(x)):In the framework �rst introduced by Marchioro and Pulvirenti, Méléard proves a propagationof chaos result to the solution of a nonlinear martingale problem associated with (0.4). As thekernel r and the Biot and Savart kernel are very closely connected, we adapt their ideas andde�ne the n-particles system with a cuto�ed kernel replacing r. We �rst prove that whenthe cuto�ed kernel converges to r as n tends to +1, the empirical measure of the particlesystem converges in probability to the unique solution of the nonlinear martingale problem. As2



an easy consequence, it is possible to approximate the solution of (0.1) thanks to the empiricalmeasure. Supposing moreover that the cuto� depends on n in a precise asymptotics given bythe computations like in Méléard [10], we obtain a trajectorial rate of convergence.To our knowledge, these are the �rst convergence results for a method based on gradient particleswhen the space dimension is strictly greater than 1.In the numerical simulation of the n-particles system, the complexity of the naïve computationof the interaction between particles is O(n2). One advantage of the gradient approach in spacedimension one is that the drift coe�cient of a particle is obtained by calculating the convolutionof the Heaviside function with the empirical measure at the position of the particle i.e. bycounting the number of particles under this position [2]. The numerical complexity can bereduced drastically by sorting the particles. In space dimension d � 2, computation of the driftcoe�cient involves convolution of the empirical measure with the cuto�ed kernel replacing r.This corresponds to the computation of a Coulombic-like interaction. Some fast approximationalgorithms have been developped for the Coulombic interaction [5] [6]. We also point out thatfor simulation, the convergence of the cuto�ed kernels to r is far easier to handle than theconvergence of the approximations of identity which appear in the de�nition of the moderatelyinteracting di�usion systems associated with the martingale problem (0.2).Notations- C denotes a real constant which can change from line to line.- The Euclidian norm of x 2 Rd is denoted by jxj.- Let P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd )) denote the set of probability measures Q on C([0;+1);Rd ) with time-marginals Qt; t � 0 admitting densities with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd that belong toL1(Rd ).- The space of bounded signed measures on Rd is denoted by M(Rd).- For a function f(x) de�ned on Rd , @if (i � d) and rf denote respectively the partial derivativeof f with respect to the i-th variable and its gradient. For a function u(t; x) on R+ � Rd , @tuand @iu denote respectively the derivatives of u with respect to its �rst (time) variable and its(i+ 1)-th (i-th space) variable.- The heat kernel on Rd is denoted by G�t (x) = 1(4��t)d=2 e�jxj2=4�t. By an easy computation, weget 8t > 0; 8i � d; k@iG�t k1 = 1=p��t: (0.5)- Let C2b (Rd) be the space of C2 functions on Rd bounded together with their �rst and secondorder derivatives.- L1+1(Rd) = L1 \ L1(Rd) endowed with the norm jjjf jjj = jjf jj1 _ kfk1 is a complete space.- Let W 1;1+1(Rd) denote the Sobolev space of functions belonging to L1(Rd) with �rst orderdistribution derivatives belonging to L1+1(Rd ) endowed with the norm kfk1;1+1 = kfk1 +Pdi=1 jjj@if jjj. Note that if f 2 W 1;1+1(Rd), then f admits a globally Lipschitz continuousrepresentative still denoted by f and8x; y 2 Rd ; jf(x)� f(y)j � Ckfk1;1+1jx� yj where C does not depend on f . (0.6)3



- For g(r) = (ln(r)=S2 if d = 2�1=(Sd rd�2) if d � 3 where Sd denotes the area of the unit sphere in Rd ;the function x 2 Rd ! g(jxj) is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian in Rd . Let K(x) =(K1(x); : : : ;Kd(x)) = g0(jxj)x=jxj denotes its gradient. The next Lemma groups some usefulproperties of the kernel K. It is proved in the Appendix.Lemma 0.1 1. The function jKj(:) is bounded in the complementary set of the unit ballB(0; 1) and belongs to Lp(B(0; 1)) for any 1 � p < d=(d � 1).Moreover, for v = (v1; : : : ; vd) 2 (L1 \ L1(Rd))d, the function K � v : Rd ! R de�ned byK � v(x) =Pdi=1Ki � vi(x); x 2 Rd is continuous and bounded and satis�eskK � vk1 � C dXi=1 jjjvijjj: (0.7)Last, �(K � v) =Pdi=1 @ivi in the distribution sense.2. For f 2W 1;1+1(Rd), 9c 2 R, f = K � rf + c.Acknowledgement : I want to thank Bernard Lapeyre for advising me of the paper of Shermanand Mascagni [12].1 Existence and uniqueness for the viscous scalar conservationlaw (0.1)Let u0 be a continuous and bounded function on Rd . We say that u : [0;+1) � Rd ! Ris a classical solution of (0.1) if u is continuous on [0;+1) � Rd , continuously di�erentiablewith respect to the time variable and twice continuously di�erentiable with respect to the spacevariables on (0;+1)� Rd and satis�es8x 2 Rd ; u(0; x) = u0(x) and 8(t; x) 2 (0;+1)� Rd ; @tu = ��u�r:A(u):From now on, �A denotes a C2 function equal to A on [�ku0k1; ku0k1] and admitting bounded�rst and second order derivatives.Proposition 1.1 Let u0 be a continuous and bounded function on Rd . Then the viscous scalarconservation law (0.1) admits a unique classical solution u bounded by ku0k1. Moreover, thefunction u has the following integral representationu(t; x) = G�t � u0 � Z t0 rG�t�s � �A(u(s; :))(x)ds (1.1)where rG�t�s � �A(u(s; :)) stands for Pdi=1 @iG�t�s � �Ai(u(s; :)).Proof : Existence of a classical solution is a consequence of results concerning quasilinearparabolic equations given by Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov and Ural'ceva [8] (Theorem 8.1 p.4954



and Remark 8.1 p. 495). By the maximum principle ([8] Theorem 2.5 p.18), any such solutionis bounded by ku0k1.As the initial condition u0 is only continuous, it is not possible to apply the maximum principlelike in [8] p.494-495 to prove uniqueness. That is why we are going to show that any classicalsolution u bounded by ku0k1 has the integral representation (1.1). Using the integration byparts formula, we easily check that u is such that for any C1 with compact support function : [0;+1)� Rd ! R, 8t > 0,ZRd  (t; x)u(t; x)dx = ZRd  (0; x)u0(x)dx+ Z(0;t]�Rd �u@ @s + �u� + �A(u):r � (s; x)dsdx(1.2)For t > 0 and f : Rd ! R a C2 with compact support function, let �(s; x) = 1[0;t](s)G�t�s � f(x).It is possible to approximate the function �, its �rst order time derivative and its �rst and secondorder spatial derivatives in L1([0; t] � Rd ) by C1 functions  n with compact support and theircorresponding derivatives such that  n(t; :) and  n(0; :) converge to �(t; :) and �(0; :) in L1(Rd ).Writing (1.2) for  n and taking the limit n! +1, we get that (1.2) holds for  replaced by �.As @s�+ ��� = 0 on [0; t] � Rd , we deduceZRd f(x)u(t; x)dx = ZRd G�t � f(x)u0(x)dx+ Z t0 ZRd �A(u(s; x)):rG�t�s � f(x)dxds:This equality is satis�ed for any C2 with compact support function f on Rd . Hence (1.1) holds.Let now u and v be two classical solutions of (0.1) bounded by ku0k1.By (1.1) and (0.5), ku(t; :) � v(t; :)k1 � Z t0 dXi=1 k@iG�t�sk1k �A0ik1ku(s; :) � v(s; :)k1ds� Pdi=1 k �A0ik1p�� Z t0 ku(s; :)� v(s; :)k1pt� s ds (1.3)Iterating this inequality, we get ku(t; :)� v(t; :)k1 � C R t0 ku(r; :)� v(r; :)k1dr and we concludethat u = v by Gronwall's lemma.Remark 1.2 If u0 is constant and equal to c, then u � c is the solution of (0.1) given byProposition 1.1.Suppose now that u0 does not depend on the variables xi1 ; : : : ; xik , 1 � i1 < : : : < ik � dwhere 1 � k � d � 1 i.e. u0(xi1 ; : : : ; xik ; y) = w0(y) where y 2 Rd�k groups the variables xj,j 6= i1; : : : ; ik. Let w(t; y) denote the solution of the d�k-dimensional viscous scalar conservationlaw with initial condition w0(y) where A = (Ai)i�d is replaced by (Aj)j 6=i1;:::;ik . We easily checkthat u(t; x) = w(t; y) is the solution of (0.1) for the initial condition u0.We are now going to prove that in the particular case u0 2W 1;1+1(Rd ), for i � d the derivative@iu(t; :) satisfy an integral equation similar to (1.1).Proposition 1.3 If u0 2W 1;1+1(Rd) then u, the classical solution of (0.1) given by Proposition1.1, is such that 8t � 0; u(t; :) 2W 1;1+1(Rd) and sups2[0;t] ku(s; :)k1;1+1 < +1. For i � d thepartial derivative with respect to the i� th space variable satis�es the integral equation@iu(t; x) = G�t � @iu0(x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( �A0(u(s; :))@iu(s; :))(x)ds (1.4)5



Last, 8(t; x) 2 [0;+1)� Rd ; u(t; x) = c+K � ru(t; :)(x) where c is a real constant which doesnot depend on t.Proof : Let u0 2 W 1;1+1(Rd), T > 0 and CT = C([0; T ]; L1(Rd)) endowed with the normkvkCT = supt2[0;T ] kv(t)k. For v 2 CT , we de�ne�(v)(t) = G�t � u0 � Z t0 rG�t�s � �A(v(s))ds; 0 � t � T:As u0 is Lipschitz continuous (see (0.6)) and bounded and k �Ai(v(s))k1 � k �A0ik1kv(s)k1,we easily check that �(v) 2 CT . By computations similar to (1.3), we obtain that for T0 =��=(4Pdi=1 k �A0ik1)2, the mapping � is a contraction on CT0 . Moreover, its �xed-point is equalto t 2 [0; T0]! u(t; :) and when kvkCT0 � 2ku0k1, then k�(v)kCT0 � 2ku0k1.Let v 2 CT0 be such that 8s 2 [0; T0]; v(s) 2 W 1;1+1(Rd) and 8i � d, sups2[0;T0] jjj@iv(s)jjj �2jjj@iu0jjj. As �Aj(0) = Aj(0) = 0 and �Aj is C1 with a bounded derivative, by Brezis [3] Proposi-tion IX.5 p.155, �Aj(v(s)) 2 W 1;1+1(Rd ) with gradient �A0j(v(s))rv(s). Di�erentiating �(v)(t),we get 8t � T0; jjj@i�(v)(t)jjj � jjj@iu0jjj+ Pdj=1 k �A0jk1p�� Z t0 jjj@iv(s)jjjpt� s ds� jjj@iu0jjj+ 4Pdj=1 k �A0jk1pT0jjj@iu0jjjp�� = 2jjj@iu0jjjHence the sequence of �xed-point iterations de�ned in CT0 by 8t 2 [0; T0]; v0(t) = u0 andvk+1 = �(vk) for k � 0 is such that8k � 0; 8t 2 [0; T0]; kvk(t)k1 � 2ku0k1 and 8i � d; jjj@ivk(t)jjj � 2jjj@iu0jjj:As 8t 2 [0; T0], vk(t) ! u(t; :) in the distribution sense, we deduce that 8t 2 [0; T0]; u(t; :) 2W 1;1+1(Rd), ku(t; :)k1 � 2ku0k1 and 8i � d; jjj@iu(t; :)jjj � 2jjj@iu0jjj.By induction on n, using the mapping de�ned like � with u0 replaced by u(nT0; :), we conclude8n 2 N; 8t 2 [nT0; (n+ 1)T0]; u(t; :) 2W 1;1+1(Rd );ku(t; :)k1 � 2n+1ku0k1 and 8i � d; jjj@iu(t; :)jjj � 2n+1jjj@iu0jjj:(1.5)The integral equation (1.4) is obtained from (1.1) by di�erentiation with respect to xi.Since u(t; :) 2 W 1;1+1(Rd), by Lemma 0.1, there exists a constant c(t) 2 R such that u(t; :) =c(t) +K � ru(t; :). Similarly, since �Aj(u(t; :)) 2 W 1;1+1(Rd ) with gradient �A0j(u(t; :))ru(t; :),there exists a constant b(t) 2 Rd such that 8j � d, �Aj(u(t; :)) = bj(t) +K � ( �A0j(u(t; :))ru(t; :)).Using (1.4) to compute K � ru(t; :), we getK � ru(t; x) = G�t �K � ru0(x)� Z t0 dXj=1 @jG�t�s � (K � ( �A0j(u(s; :))ru(s; :)))(x)ds:Hence u(t; x)�c(t) = G�t �u0(x)�G�t �c(0)�R t0 rG�t�s�( �A(u(s; :))�b(s))(x)ds. AsG�t �c(0) = c(0)and rG�t�s � b(s) = 0, using (1.1) we conclude that t! c(t) is constant.
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2 Existence and uniqueness for the nonlinear martingale problemFrom now on, let u0 2 W 1;1+1(Rd ). We are interested in giving a probabilistic representationof the solution of (0.1) given by Proposition 1.1. As u0 does not depend on the space variablesxi for which k@iu0k1 = 0, by Remark 1.2, the solution of (0.1) is easily derived from the solutionof the similar problem obtained by removing these space variables. Hence we can suppose that8i � d; k@iu0k1 > 0 which ensures that j@iu0j=k@iu0k1 is a probability density.For i � d let hi(x) = k@iu0k1@iu0(x)=j@iu0(x)j (with convention 00 = 1). Using the functionshi; i � d as signed weights, we associate with P = (P 1; : : : ; P d) in (P (C([0;+1);Rd)))d thesigned measures ~Ps = ( ~P 1s ; : : : ; ~P ds ) 2 (M(Rd))d de�ned by8i � d; 8B 2 B(Rd); ~P is(B) = EP i (1B(Xs)hi(X0))where X denotes the canonical process on C([0;+1);Rd ).Lemma 2.1 Let P = (P 1; : : : ; P d) in (P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd)))d. For i � d and s � 0, the measure~P is admits a density ~pi(s; :) with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd which satis�es k~pi(s; :)k1 �k@iu0k1 and belongs to L1(Rd) with a norm smaller than k@iu0k1 times the L1 norm of thedensity of P is .Proof : Let � denote the Lebesgue measure on Rd .8B 2 B(Rd); j ~P is(B)j = jEP i (1B(Xs)hi(X0))j � k@iu0k1P is(B) (2.1)As P is admits a density with respect to �, �(B) = 0 implies that ~P is(B) = P is(B) = 0. Hence~P is admits a density ~pi(s; :) with respect to �. Summing (2.1) for B+ = fx : ~pi(s; x) > 0g andB� = fx : ~pi(s; x) < 0g, we get k~pi(s; :)k1 � k@iu0k1.Let ci(s) denote the L1 norm of the density of P is . By (2.1), j ~P is(B)j � ci(s)k@iu0k1�(B).Therefore �(fx : ~pi(s; x) > ci(s)k@iu0k1g) = �(fx : ~pi(s; x) < �ci(s)k@iu0k1g) = 0 andk~pi(s; :)k1 � ci(s)k@iu0k1.Combining this result and Lemma 0.1, we obtain that for P 2 (P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd )))d, K� ~Ps(x) =Pdi=1(Ki � ~pi(s; :))(x) makes sense.To simplify notations, we set��A(w) = �A(c+ w) where c 2 R is such that u0 = c+K � ru0 (see Lemma 0.1): (2.2)De�nition 2.2 We say that P 2 (P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd )))d solves the nonlinear martingale problem(MP ) starting at u0 if 8i � d, P i0 has density j@iu0(x)j=k@iu0kL1 with respect to Lebesgue measureand 8� 2 C2b (Rd ),M�t = �(Xt)� �(X0)� Z t0 ���(Xs) + ��A0(K � ~Ps(Xs)):r�(Xs)ds is a P i martingale.where X denotes the canonical process on C([0;+1);Rd).Remark 2.3 The martingale problem (MP ) is linked to the scalar conservation law (0.1) throughthe system (0.3) obtained from (0.1) by spatial derivation. Indeed, if P solves the martingale prob-lem, the constancy of the expectation of the P i martingale hi(X0)M�t implies that the densities7



~pi(s; :) of the measures ~P is satisfyZRd �(x)~pi(t; x)dx = ZRd �(x)@iu0(x)dx+ Z t0 ZRd ���(x)~pi(s; x) + �A0�c+ dXj=1(Kj � ~pj(s; :))(x)�:r�(x)~pi(s; x) dxds:And (~p1; : : : ; ~pd) is a weak solution of (0.3).Theorem 2.4 The nonlinear martingale problem (MP ) starting at u0 admits a unique solutionP 2 (P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd)))d. Moreover, (s; x) ! c + K � ~Ps(x) is equal to the solution of (0.1)studied in Proposition 1.1.To prove this result, we need the following lemma obtained by a reasoning similar to the onemade in the proof of Proposition 1.3 (see (1.5)).Lemma 2.5 Let w : R+ � Rd ! R denote a measurable function and v0 2 L1 \ L1(Rd ). Ift! v(t) 2 L1(Rd ) is a bounded mapping such that8t � 0; v(t) = G�t � v0 � Z t0 rG�t�s � ( �A0(w(s))v(s))ds (2.3)then 8t � 0; kv(t)k1 � 21+ tT0 kv0k1 where T0 = ��=(4Pdi=1 k �A0ik1)2.Proof of Theorem 2.4 : ExistenceLet (Bt)t�0 be a d-dimensional Brownian motion and X(0) = (X1(0); : : : ;Xd(0)) an indepen-dent Rd�d -valued random variable such that 8i � d, Xi(0) has the density j@iu0j=k@iu0k1 withrespect to Lebesgue measure. Let u(t; x) denote the solution of (0.1) studied in Proposition 1.1.Combining the estimation sups2[0;t] ku(s; :)k1;1+1 given by Proposition 1.3 and (0.6), we obtainthat for any t > 0, x 2 Rd ! u(s; x) is Lipschitz continuous uniformly for s 2 [0; t]. Hence8i � d, existence and pathwise uniqueness hold for the stochastic di�erential equationXi(t) = Xi(0) +p2�Bt + Z t0 �A0(u(s;Xi(s)))dsLet P i denote the distribution of Xi. As �A0 is bounded, by Girsanov theorem, 8s � 0, P is admitsa density pi(s; :) with respect to Lebesgue measure. As in Lemma 2.1, we deduce that ~P is admitsa density ~pi(s; :) with k~pi(s; :)k1 � k@iu0k1.Let t > 0, f be a C2 function with compact support on Rd and  (s; x) = G�t�s � f(x). As(@s + ��) = 0 on [0; t]� R, Itô's formula yieldsf(Xi(t)) =  (0;Xi(0)) + Z t0 �A0(u(s;Xi(s))):r (s;Xi(s))ds+p2� Z t0 r (s;Xi(s)):dBs (2.4)Multiplying by hi(Xi0) and taking expectations, we deduce thatZRd f(x)~pi(t; x)dx = ZRd G�t � f(x)@iu0(x)dx+ Z t0 ZRd �A0(u(s; x)):r(G�t�s � f)(x)~pi(s; x)dxds:8



Hence 8t � 0, dx a.e.,~pi(t; x) = G�t � @iu0(x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( �A0(u(s; :))~pi(s; :))(x)dsCombining this equation with (1.4), we conclude that 8t � 0; k~pi(t; :) � @iu(t; :)k1 = 0 byGronwall's lemma.By Proposition 1.3, 8t � 0; u(t; :) = c +K � ru(t; :). Hence 8t � 0; 8x 2 Rd ; �A0(u(t; x)) =�A0(c+K � ~Pt(x)) = ��A0(K � ~Pt(x)) where P = (P 1; : : : ; P d). Applying Itô's formula and replacing�A0(u(s; :)) by ��A0(K � ~Ps(:)), we check that 8� 2 C2b (Rd ), M�t = �(Xt)� �(X0)� R t0 (���(Xs) +��A0(K � ~Ps(Xs)):r�(Xs))ds is a P i martingale.Taking expectations in (2.4), we obtain that the densities pi(s; :) of the time-marginals P is satisfy8t � 0; dx a:e:; pi(t; x) = G�t � j@iu0jk@iu0k1 (x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( �A0(u(s; :))pi(s; :))(x)ds:As j@iu0j 2 L1(Rd ), Lemma 2.5 implies that 8t � 0; pi(t; :) 2 L1(Rd ). Hence 8i � d; P i 2P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd)) and P = (P 1; : : : ; P d) solves problem (MP ) starting at u0.UniquenessLet P = (P 1; : : : ; P d) and Q = (Q1; : : : ; Qd) be two solutions.By Paul Levy's characterization, Xt�X0�R t0 ��A0(K � ~Ps(Xs))ds is a P i Brownian motion 8i � d.Hence by a reasoning similar to the one made in the proof for existence, we get that the densities~pi(s; :) of the measures ~P is satisfy8t � 0; dx a:e:; ~pi(t; x) = G�t � @iu0(x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( ��A0(K � ~Ps(:))~pi(s; :))(x)ds:For t0 > 0, as @iu0 2 L1(Rd), Lemma 2.5 implies that k~pi(t; :)k1 is bounded on [0; t0]. Thedensities ~qi(s; :) of the measures ~Qis satisfy similar properties. As according to Lemma 0.1,kK � ~Ps�K � ~Qsk1 � CPdj=1 jjj~pj(s)� ~qj(s)jjj, using the boundedness of �A0j and �A00j j � d, weobtain that for t � t0,jjj~pi(t)� ~qi(t)jjj � 1p�� Z t0 dXj=1 jjj ��A0j(K � ~Ps)~pi(s)� ��A0j(K � ~Qs)~qi(s)jjj dspt� s� 1p�� Z t0 dXj=1�k �A0jk1jjj~pi(s)� ~qi(s)jjj+ k �A00j k1kK � ~Ps �K � ~Qsk1jjj~pi(s)jjj� dspt� s� C(i; t0)Z t0 dXj=1 jjj~pj(s)� ~qj(s)jjj dspt� sSumming this inequality for i � d, and iterating the result, we conclude by Gronwall's Lemmathat 8i � d; 8t � t0; jjj~pi(t) � ~qi(t)jjj = 0. Hence 8i � d, both P i and Qi solve the classicalmartingale problem with di�usion matrix equal to 2��Id (where Id is the identity d�d matrix),bounded drift coe�cient equal to ��A0(K � ~Ps(x)) and initial marginal j@iu0(x)jk@iu0k1 dx. By Girsanovtheorem, we conclude that 8i � d, P i = Qi.
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3 Probabilistic approximation of the solution of (0.1)3.1 Approximation of the kernel KBecause of the explosion of K at the origin, we are going to replace this kernel by Lipschitzcontinuous and bounded ones in the de�nition of the interacting particle systems. FollowingMarchioro and Pulvirenti [9] who deal with the Biot-Savart kernel (d = 2), for � > 0, we setfor d = 2; g�(r) = ( ln(r)S2 if r � �r22S2�2 + 1S2 (ln(�)� 12) if 0 < r � �for d � 3; g�(r) = ( �1Sd rd�2 if r � �(d�2)r22Sd�d � d2Sd�d�2 if 0 < r � �and K�(x) = r(g�(jxj)) = g0�(jxj)x=jxj. The next lemma groups the properties of these kernelsthat will be needed in the sequel.Lemma 3.1 The function K� is bounded byM� and Lipschitz continuous with constant L� wherefor d = 2; M� = 1S2� and L� = 3S2�2for d � 3; M� = d� 2Sd�d�1 and L� = 3(d� 2)(d� 1)Sd�dLast, 8i � d; kK�i �Kik1 � C� where C does not depend on �.Proof : It is easy to check that g� is C1 on [0;+1) and g0� is C1 on [0; �)[ (�;+1). Moreover,for d = 2; 8r > 0; 0 � g0�(r) � min�g0(r); 1S2�� and jg00� (r)j � min� 1S2�2 ; jg00(r)j�for d � 3; 8r > 0; 0 � g0�(r) � min�g0(r); d� 2Sd�d�1� and jg00� (r)j � min�(d� 2)(d� 1)Sd�d ; jg00(r)j�:As jK�(x)j = jg0�(jxj)j, we deduce that K� is bounded by M�. The Lipschitz continuity propertyis obtained by the following computation.As g0�(0) = 0, jK�(x)�K�(y)j � jg0�(jxj)� g0�(jyj)j + jg0�(jyj)j���� xjxj � yjyj ����� kg00� k1�jx� yj+ jyj���� xjxj � yjyj ����� � 3kg00� k1jx� yjFor jxj � �, g0�(jxj) = g0(jxj) and K�(x) = K(x). Moreover, as 0 � g0� � g0, jK�i �Kij � jKij.Hence, kKi �K�i k1 � ZB(0;�) jKi(x)jdx � C(d)ZB(0;�) 1jxjd�1 dx � C(d)�:
10



3.2 The weak propagation of chaos resultLet (Zk(0) = (Zk1 (0); : : : ; Zkd (0)))k2N� be a sequence of initial variables independent and iden-tically distributed according to a probability measure on Rd�d with i � th marginal j@iu0(x)jk@iu0k1 dxfor i � d and (Bkt )k2N� a sequence of independent Rd -valued Brownian motions independent ofthe initial variables. For (�n)n a sequence of strictly positive numbers, the n-particles system isde�ned as the unique solution of the stochastic di�erential equationZk;ni (t) = Zki (0) +p2�Bkt + Z t0 ��A00@ dXj=1 1n� 1Xl 6=k K�nj (Zk;ni (s)� Z l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0))1A ds (3.1)where 1 � i � d and 1 � k � n.Computation of the interaction between particles involves Coulombic �eld calculations. Indeed,apart from the cuto�, the drift coe�cient of Zk;ni is obtained by composition of ��A0 with thesummation over j � d of the j-th component of the electrostatic �eld generated at Zk;ni (s) bythe charges hj(Z lj(0))=(n � 1) at positions Z l;nj (s), l 6= k.The empirical measure �n = (�n1 ; : : : ; �nd ) 2 (P (C([0;+1);Rd )))d is de�ned by�n = � 1n nXk=1 �Zk;n1 ; : : : ; 1n nXk=1 �Zk;nd � and for t � 0, we have~�n(t) = (~�n1 (t); : : : ; ~�nd (t)) = � 1n nXk=1 h1(Zk1 (0))�Zk;n1 (t); : : : ; 1n nXk=1 hd(Zkd (0))�Zk;nd (t)�:Theorem 3.2 If �n converges to 0 as n ! +1, the empirical measures �n = (�n1 ; : : : ; �nd )converge in probability to P , the unique solution of problem (MP ) starting at u0.To prove this result, we have to deal with two di�culties. The �rst one is the singularity ofthe kernel K at the origin. We overcome it thanks to the following lemma which is an easyconsequence of Girsanov theorem :Lemma 3.3 Let 1 < q < dd�1 .81 � k < l � n; 81 � i; j � d; 8� � 1; 8t � 0;E (jK j1B(0;�) (Zk;ni (t)� Z l;nj (t)))� kjKj(:)kLq(B(0;�))�k@iu0k1k@iu0k1 ^ k@ju0k1k@ju0k1 �1=q exp�Pdm=1 k ��A0mk212�(q � 1) t� (3.2)8x 2 Rd ; E(jKj1B(0;�) (x� Zk;ni (t))) � kjKj(:)kLq (B(0;�))�k@iu0k1k@iu0k1 �1=q exp�Pdm=1 k ��A0mk214�(q � 1) t�(3.3)where by convention jKj(0) = +1.The second di�culty is the possible lack of continuity of the density hi. Approximating hi byfunctions of the form k@iu0k1((1� kd(x; F )) _ �1) where F is a closed set included in fhi(x) =k@iu0k1g and using the regularity of the probability measure j@iu0j(x)dx=k@iu0k1, we obtain that11



Lemma 3.4 For any 1 � i � d, 8� > 0, there exists a Lipchitz continuous function h�i boundedby k@iu0k1 such that ZRd 1fh�i (x)6=hi(x)g j@iu0j(x)dxk@iu0k1 � 1=M2� : (3.4)We are now ready to prove the Theorem.Proof : Let �n denote the distribution of �n and i � d. Since the processes Z1;ni ; : : : ; Zn;ni areexchangeable, according to [13], the tightness of the distribution of the variables (�ni )n is equiv-alent to the tightness of the distributions of the processes (Z1;ni )n. Because of the boundednessof ��A0, both sequences are tight. By Prokhorov theorem, we deduce that (�n)n is tight. Let �1denote the limit of a converging subsequence that we still denote by n for notational simplicity.We are going to check that �1 = �P .To do so, we introduce Q = (Q1; : : : ; Qd) the canonical variable on (P (C[0;+1);Rd))d and(X;X1; : : : ;Xn) the canonical process on (C([0;+1);Rd))d+1. We de�ne F �i (Q) to be equal to< Qi 
Q1 
 : : : 
Qd;��(Xt)� �(Xs)� Z ts ���(Xr)dr� Z ts ��A0� dXj=1K�j(Xr �Xjr )h�j(Xj0)�:r�(Xr)dr�g(Xs1 ; : : : ;Xsp) > :where 0 � s � t, sk � s for any k � p, � 2 C2b (Rd ) and g 2 Cb(Rp�d). The function G�i (resp.Gi) is de�ned like F �i but with hj replacing h�j for j � d (resp Kj and hj replacing K�j and h�j).As F �i is continuous and bounded,E�1 jF �i (Q)j = limn!+1 E�n jF �i (Q)j � lim supn!+1 E�n (jF �i �G�i j(Q)) + lim supn!+1 E�n jG�i(Q)j (3.5)Using the Lipschitz continuity of ��A0 and the boundedness of r� and g, we getjF �i �G�i j(�n) � Cn2 nXk;l=1 dXj=1 Z ts jK�j(Zk;ni (r)� Z l;nj (r)):(h�j � hj)(Z lj(0))jdr:As Z lj(0) has the density j@ju0(x)j=k@ju0k1, using (3.4), we deduceE�n (jF �i �G�i j(Q)) � CM�(t� s) dXj=1 E(jh�j � hj j(Z1j (0))) � CM� : (3.6)To upper-bound the second term of the r.h.s. of (3.5), we compute �(Zk;ni (t)) by Itô's formula :�(Zk;ni (t))� �(Zk;ni (s))� Z ts ��A0� dXj=1 1n� 1Xl 6=k K�nj (Zk;ni (r)� Z l;nj (r))hj(Z lj(0))�:r�(Zk;ni (r))dr� Z ts ���(Zk;ni (r))dr = p2� Z ts r�(Zk;ni (r)):dBkr :
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Hence jG�i(�n)j �����p2�n nXk=1�g(Zk;ni (s1); : : : ; Zk;ni (sp))Z ts r�(Zk;ni (r)):dBkr�����+ Cn nXk=1 Z ts dXj=1 1n� 1Xl 6=k j(K�nj �K�j)(Zk;ni (r)� Z l;nj (r)):hj(Z lj(0))jdr+ Cn nXk=1 Z ts dXj=1 ���� nXl=1 �1fl 6=kgn� 1 � 1n�K�j (Zk;ni (r)� Z l;nj (r)):hj(Z lj(0))����drAs jK�nj �K�j j � jKj1B(0;�_�n), taking expectations and using (3.2), we get for 1 < q < d=(d� 1)E�n jG�i(Q)j � C� 1pn + kjKj(:)kLq(B(0;�_�n)) + M�n �:We combine this estimation with (3.5) and (3.6) to conclude that8i � d; lim�!0 E�1 jF �i (Q)j = 0: (3.7)Since jKj ^M� is a continuous and bounded function we get that 81 � i; j � d, 8r � 0,E�1 (< Qi 
Q1 
 : : : 
Qd; jKj(Xr �Xjr ) >)= lim�!0 limn!+1 E� 1n2 nXk;l=1(jKj ^M�)(Zk;ni (r)� Z l;nj (r))�� lim sup�!0 lim supn!+1 �M�n + n� 1n (kjKj(:)kL1(B(0;1)c) + CkjKj(:)kLq(B(0;1)))� < +1;by using (3.2) for 1 < q < d=(d� 1). We deduce that �1 a.s., Qi a.s., dr a.e. K � ~Qr(Xr) makessense i.e. �1 a.s., Gi(Q) makes sense. Using the previous upper-bound and remarking that �1a.s. Qi0 = j@iu0j(x)dxk@iu0k1 , we check that lim�!0 E�1 (jGi � F �i j(Q)) = 0.With (3.7), we obtain that 8i � d; E�1 jGi(Q)j = 0. Paul Levy's characterization impliesthat �1 a.s. 8i � d, Xt � X0 � R t0 ��A0(K � ~Qs(Xs))ds is a Qi Brownian which implies thatQi 2 P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd )) by arguments given in the proof of theorem 2.4. Hence �1 a.s., Qsolves problem (MP ) starting at u0 which puts an end to the proof.As a consequence, it is possible to approximate the solution u(t; x) of (0.1) thanks to theempirical measure of the particle system :Corollary 3.5 For any t0 > 0,limn!+1 sup(t;x)2[0;t0]�Rd E ju(t; x) � c� (K�n � ~�n(t))(x)j = 0:
Proof : Let � > 0 and (X1; : : : ;Xd) be the canonical process on (C([0;+1);Rd))d. Since
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u(t; x) = c+K � ~Pt(x),E ju(t; x) � c� (K�n � ~�n(t))(x)j �j < P 1 
 : : :
 P d; dXj=1(Kj(x�Xjt )hj(Xj0)�K�j (x�Xjt )h�j(Xj0)) > j+ E j < P 1 
 : : :
 P d � �n1 
 : : :
 �nd ; dXj=1K�j(x�Xjt )h�j(Xj0) > j+ E j < �n1 
 : : :
 �nd ; dXj=1(K�j (x�Xjt )h�j(Xj0)�K�nj (x�Xjt )hj(Xj0)) > jAccording to Theorem 3.2, for �xed � the second term of the right-hand-side converges to 0uniformly on [0; t0]�Rd as n! +1. Replacing (3.2) by (3.3) to adapt the computations made inthe proof of this Theorem, we obtain that the third term is smaller than C(kjKj(:)kLq(B(0;�_�n))+1=M�) where 1 < q < d=(d�1) and the constant C does not depend on �; n; (t; x) 2 [0; t0]�Rd .Last, since 8i � d, P i0 = j@iu0j(x)dx=k@iu0k1 and P it has a density bounded uniformly fort 2 [0; t0], we check that the �rst term of the right-hand-side converges to 0 uniformly on[0; t0]� Rd as �! 0.Remark 3.6 Because of the boundedness of ��A0 and the polarity of the Brownian path in spacedimension d � 2, by Girsanov theorem, we obtain weak existence for the stochastic di�erentialequation without cuto� :Zk;ni (t) = Zki (0) +p2��ki (t) + Z t0 ��A0� dXj=1 1n� 1Xl 6=k Kj(Zk;ni (s)� Z l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0))�dswhere (�ki )k�n;i�d are independent Rd -valued Brownian motions independent of the initial vari-ables (Zki (0); : : : ; Zkd (0))k�n which are IID according to a probability measure with i� th (i � d)marginal j@iu0(x)jdx=k@iu0k1. Note that unlike in (3.1), we have to assume independence forthe Brownian motions governing the evolution of the di�erent coordinates of the k � th particle.The previous propagation of chaos result can be adapted for this particle system.3.3 Trajectorial estimatesTo obtain a trajectorial result, we de�ne a sequence of independent limit processes indexed byk � 1 : Xk = (Xk1 ; : : : ;Xkd ) is the solution of the nonlinear stochastic di�erential equation(Xki (t) = Zki (0) +p2�Bkt + R t0 ��A0(K � ~Ps(Xki (s))ds; i � dP = (P 1; : : : ; P d) 2 (P̂ (C([0;+1);Rd )))d is such that 8i � d; P i is the law of Xki : (3.8)By the existence part of the proof of Theorem 2.4, existence holds for this equation. Moreover,any solution is such that P solves problem (MP ) starting at u0. Therefore ��A0(K � ~Ps(x)) =�A0(u(s; x)) where u(s; x), the solution of (0.1) is Lipschitz continuous in x uniformly for s 2 [0; t](8t > 0) according to (0.6) and Proposition 1.3. Hence trajectorial uniqueness holds. The mainresult of this section is the following one : 14



Theorem 3.7 Let t0 > 0.E� dXi=1 supt�t0 jZk;ni (t)�Xki (t)j� �C(t0; u0; �A)�n+ dM�n2L�npn� 1 exp�2dkj �A00j(:)k1 supj�d k@ju0k1L�nt0�:where C(t0; u0; �A) is a constant depending on t0, u0 and �A but not on n.Remark 3.8 If the sequence �n converges to 0 in such a way thatlimn!+1 M�nL�npn� 1 exp�2dkj �A00j(:)k1 supj�d k@ju0k1L�nt0� = 0;then limn!+1 E �Pdi=1 supt�t0 jZk;ni (t)�Xki (t)j� = 0 i.e. trajectorial propagation of chaosholds.To prove this result we need to introduce the processes Y k;n solution of the nonlinear stochasticdi�erential equation de�ned like (3.8) with K�n replacing K :(Y k;ni (t) = Zki (0) +p2�Bkt + R t0 ��A0(K�n � ~P �ns (Y k;ni (s))ds; i � dP �n = (P �n;1; : : : ; P �n;d) 2 (P (C([0;+1);Rd)))d is such that 8i � d; P �n;i is the law of Y k;ni :(3.9)As the kernel K�n is Lipschitz continuous and bounded, without the signed weights hi thatappear in the de�nition of the measures ~P �n;is , this stochastic equation would enter in the classicalMcKean-Vlasov framework. Existence and uniqueness can be proved by an adaptation of thearguments of Sznitman [13] Theorem 1.1 p.172 (see [7]). The �rst step in the proof of Theorem3.7 consists in the following estimation :Proposition 3.9 Let t0 > 0.E� dXi=1 supt�t0 jY k;ni (t)� Zk;ni (t)j� � dM�n2L�npn� 1 exp�2dkj �A00j(:)k1 supj�d k@ju0k1L�nt0�:
Proof :sups�t jY k;ni (s)� Zk;ni (s)j� kj �A00j(:)k1 Z t0 dXj=1 ����K�nj � ~P �n;js (Y k;ni (s))� 1n� 1Xl 6=k K�nj (Zk;ni (s)� Z l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0))����ds� kj �A00j(:)k1 Z t0 � dXj=1 ���� 1n� 1Xl 6=k(K�nj � ~P �n;js (Y k;ni (s))�K�nj (Y k;ni (s)� Y l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0)))����+ L�nn� 1 dXj=1(k@ju0k1Xl 6=k(jY k;ni (s)� Zk;ni (s)j+ jY l;nj (s)� Z l;nj (s)j))� ds(3.10)15



As the processes (Y l;n)l�1 are independent and the common law of the processes (Y l;nj )l�1 isP �n;j,E ���� 1n� 1Xl 6=k(K�nj � ~P �n;js (Y k;ni (s))�K�nj (Y k;ni (s)� Y l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0)))����� � 1(n� 1)2 Xl;m6=k E�(K�nj � ~P �n;js (Y k;ni (s))�K�nj (Y k;ni (s)� Y l;nj (s))hj(Z lj(0)))(K�nj � ~P �n;js (Y k;ni (s))�K�nj (Y k;ni (s)� Y m;nj (s))hj(Zmj (0)))�� 12� M�nk@ju0k1pn� 1 since the above expectation equals 0 for m 6= l.Summing inequality (3.10) over i � d, taking expectations and using exchangeability of theprocesses (Y l;n; Z l;n)1�l�n, we getE� dXi=1 sups�t jY k;ni (s)� Zk;ni (s)j�� kj �A00j(:)k1�d2M�n supj k@ju0k1tpn� 1 + 2dL�n supj k@ju0k1 Z t0 E� dXi=1 jY i;kn (s)� Zi;kn (s)j�ds�We conclude by Gronwall's lemma.The second step in the proof of Theorem 3.9 consists in showing that the solution Y k;n of thenonlinear stochastic di�erential equation with kernel K�n converges to the solution Xk of thenonlinear stochastic di�erential equation with kernel K as �n ! 0.Proposition 3.10 Let t0 > 0.E� dXi=1 supt�t0 jY k;ni (t)�Xki (t)j� � C(t0; u0; �A)�nwhere C(t0; u0; �A) is a constant depending on t0, u0 and �A but not on n.Combining both the last Propositions, we obtain that Theorem 3.7 holds.3.3.1 Proof of Proposition 3.10As the result does not depend on k, to simplify notations, we replace Bk, Xk and Y k;n by B,X and Y n. Since the drift coe�cients of the stochastic di�erential equation satis�ed by Xi andYi are respectively ��A0(K � ~Ps(x)) and ��A0(K�n � ~P �ns (x)), we need to compare K � ~Ps(x) andK�n � ~P �ns (x). By the existence part of the proof of Theorem 2.4, the densities ~pi(s; :) of themeasures ~P is satisfy8t � 0; dx a.e.; ~pi(t; x) = G�t � @iu0(x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( ��A0(K � ~Ps(:))~pi(s; :))(x)ds (3.11)16



Similarly, for any n � 0, ~P �n;is admits a density ~pni (s; :) with respect to Lebesgue measure,8t � 0; dx a.e.; ~pni (t; x) = G�t � @iu0(x)� Z t0 rG�t�s � ( ��A0(K�n � ~P �ns (:))~pni (s; :))(x)ds: (3.12)By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.1,8i � d; 8t � 0; jjj~pi(t; :)jjj _ supn jjj~pni (t; :)jjj � 21+t=T jjj@iu0jjj: (3.13)Comparing the integral equations (3.11) and (3.12) like in Méléard [10] (Theorem 3.4, Lemma3.5 and Corollary 3.6), we are going to show :Lemma 3.11 Let t0 > 0.sup[0;t0]�Rd jK � ~Pt(x)�K�n � ~P �nt (x)j � C(t0; u0; �A)�nwhere C(t0; u0; �A) is a constant depending on t0, u0 and �A but not on n.Proof : Let t0 > 0, t 2 [0; t0] and x 2 Rd . By (3.13) and Lemmas 0.1 and 3.1,jK � ~Pt(x)�K�n � ~P �nt (x)j � jK � ( ~Pt � ~P �nt )(x)j + dXi=1 j(Ki �K�ni ) � ~pni (t; :)(x)j� C dXi=1(jjj~pi(t)� ~pni (t)jjj + kKi �K�ni k1k~pni (t)k1)� C dXi=1(jjj~pi(t)� ~pni (t)jjj + 21+t0=T jjj@iu0jjj�n) (3.14)By (3.11) and (3.12), we havejjj~pi(t)� ~pni (t)jjj � 1p�� Z t0 dXj=1 jjj ��A0j(K � ~Ps(:))~pi(s)� ��A0j(K�n � ~P �ns (:))~pni (s)jjj dspt� s� 1p�� Z t0 dXj=1�k �A00j k1kK � ~Ps �K�n � ~P �ns k1jjj~pi(s)jjj+ k �A0jk1jjj~pi(s)� ~pni (s)jjj� dspt� sUsing (3.13) and (3.14), we deduce that there exists a constant C depending on t0, u0 and �Abut not on n such that8i � d; 8t � t0; jjj~pi(t)� ~pni (t)jjj � C Z t0 ��n + dXj=1 jjj~pj(s)� ~pnj (s)jjj� dspt� s:Summing this inequality for i � d and iterating the result, we obtain by Gronwall's lemma thatsupt2[0;t0] dXi=1 jjj~pi(t)� ~pni (t)jjj � C�n:Combining this inequality with (3.14), we conclude the proof.17



Let t � t0 and i � d.sups�t jY ni (s)�Xi(s)j � kj �A00j(:)k1 Z t0 �jK�n � ~P �ns (Y ni (s))�K � ~Ps(Y ni (s))j+ jK � ~Ps(Y ni (s))�K � ~Ps(Xi(s))j�dsBy Theorem 2.4, K � ~Ps(x) = u(s; x)� c where u(s; x), the solution of (0.1) given by Proposition1.1 satis�es sup[0;t0] ku(s; :)k1;1+1 < +1 according to Proposition 1.3. Using (0.6), we deducethat x! K � ~Ps(x) is Lipschitz continuous uniformly for s � t0. By this Lipschitz property andLemma 3.11, we get8t � t0; E� sups�t jY ni (s)�Xi(s)j� � C ��n + Z t0 E� supr�s jY ni (r)�Xi(r)j�ds� :where the constant C depends on t0, u0 and �A but not on n. Gronwall's lemma implies thedesired inequality.3.3.2 Approximation of the solution of 0.1Thanks to the previous trajectorial estimates, it is possible to bound the rate of the convergencestated in Corollary 3.5.Proposition 3.12 Let t0 > 0:sup[0;t0]�Rd E ju(t; x) � c� (K�n � ~�n(t))(x)j � C(t0; u0; �A)�n+ dM�n supj�d k@ju0k12pn� 1 �2 + exp�2dkj �A00j(:)k1 supj�d k@ju0k1L�nt0��Proof : Let t � t0 and x 2 Rd . As, by Theorem 2.4, u(t; x) = c+K � ~Pt(x),E ju(t; x) � c� (K�n � ~�n(t))(x)j � sup[0;t0]�Rd jK � ~Pt(x)�K�n � ~P �nt (x)j+ dXj=1 E �����K�nj � ~P �n;jt (x)� 1n nXk=1K�nj (x� Y k;nj (t))hj(Zkj (0))�����+ dXj=1 E ����� 1n nXk=1K�nj (x� Y k;nj (t))hj(Zkj (0)) � 1n nXk=1K�nj (x� Zk;nj (t))hj(Zkj (0))������ sup[0;t0]�Rd jK � ~Pt(x)�K�n � ~P �nt (x)j+ dM�n supj k@ju0k1pn+ L�n supj k@ju0k1 sup[0;t0] E� dXi=1 jY 1;ni (t)� Z1;ni (t)j�Combining Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 3.9, we easily conclude the proof.
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Appendix : proof of Lemma 0.11. Let B(0; 1) denote the unit ball in Rd . We easily check that for 1 � i � d, Ki belongs toLp(B(0; 1)) for 1 � p < d=(d � 1) and to Lq(B(0; 1)c) for d=(d � 1) < q � +1. Hence forv = (v1; : : : ; vd) 2 (L1 \ L1(Rd ))d,jK � v(x)j � dXi=1(kKikL1(B(0;1))kvik1 + kKikL1(B(0;1)c)kvik1)� (kK1kL1(B(0;1)) + kK1kL1(B(0;1)c)) dXi=1 jjjvijjj:To prove the continuity of K � v, we set i � d, � > 0 and suppose that jx� yj � �2 .jKi � vi(x)�Ki � vi(y)j �ZB(x;�)(jKi(x� z)j+ jKi(y � z)j)jvi(z)jdz+ ZB(x;�)c jKi(x� z)�Ki(y � z)jjvi(z)jdzThe �rst term of the right-hand-side is smaller that 2kvik1kKikL1(B(0; 3�2 )) and converges to 0as �! 0. For �xed �, by Lebesgue theorem, the second term converges to 0 as y ! x, since theintegrand is smaller than 2kKikL1(B(0;�2 )c)jvi(z)j. We deduce that Ki � vi is continuous. HenceK � v is continuous.Let � be a C1 function with compact support on Rd . By Fubini's theorem and the integrationby parts formula,ZRd ��(x)Ki � vi(x)dx = ZRd vi(y)�ZRd Ki(x� y)��(x)dx�dy= �ZRd vi(y)�ZRd g(jx� yj)�@i�(x)dx�dyAs g(jxj) is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian in Rd , we obtainZRd ��(x)Ki � vi(x)dx = �ZRd vi(y)@i�(y)dyi.e. �(Ki � vi) = @ivi in the distribution sense.2. When f 2W 1;1+1(Rd), applying 1. to v = rf , we get that K �rf is bounded and satis�es�(K � rf) = �f in the distribution sense. Hence f �K � rf is a bounded harmonic functionand therefore a constant.References[1] C.R. Anderson. A vortex method for �ows with slight density variations. Journal of Comp.Physics, 61:417�444, 1985.[2] M. Bossy and D. Talay. Convergence rate for the approximation of the limit law of weakly in-teracting particles: Application to the Burgers equation. Annals of Applied Prob., 6(3):818�861, 1996. 19
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